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“Many shall be purified, and made
white, and tried; but the wicked shall
do wickedly: and none of the wicked
shall understand; but the wise shall understand.”
Daniel 12:10.
A Summit of the Global
Government was held here in Australia this July.
This was the first time Earth Dialogues has assembled outside of Europe.
Mikhail Gorbachev was the top keynote speaker – along with many other
world leaders from the New World Order. Our small group of Christians
sat through days of deception in shocked
dismay, but there was nothing we could do but pray for the people of our sad country. Those who
are wise, under God and who fear Him, understood what the summit was
about, the unsaved were deluded and like fish caught in a net.
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Will any heed this warning?
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Perhaps only a few, but it must be given for this Earth Dialogues was like
an invasion from foreign forces.

How soon will it become clear to our country
just what is happening here?

The sting is such a clever con-job, use of emotions and fear to send people rushing to accept global government or we will all perish! The sky
is falling Henny Penny. Well, shall we get closer in on this astonishing
summit – what actually took place?
The World Forum was held in Brisbane’s City Hall, with further Climate
Change Summit at Parliament House, Brisbane, 25th to 26th July 2006.
It was officially presented as:
A World Forum for Resource Management and Sustainable Development
Chaired by President Mikhail Gorbachev, Green Cross International and
the Hon Peter Beattie MP, Premier of Queensland.
The Lord Mayor of Brisbane, Councillor Campbell Newman attended (also
a speaker), as did the Governor General of Australia – Michael Jeffery.
From around the world speakers were assembled: Japan, China, Moscow,
Iran, Ireland, India, and of course Australia itself. It was all so caring, so
responsible, so gentle, and loving. The talk of “caring for the environment”
was heart-warming to the attendees, many were children, and they all left
that forum with a zealous determination to “make a difference” for the
earth’s sake swelling in their bosoms - for sure. So well presented, with
just the right touch of deep concern and truth-at-last statements. We were
even encouraged to stand up and hug one another by Betty Williams, a
keynote speaker from Ireland. They did not have trees inside City Hall
or I am sure they would have been hugging them as well!
THE HIDDEN AGENDA is more hideous because of the sweet,
loving package it was sold to us in.
First of all we should consider:
• Who are these people who were in force at the forum honoured
by our civic leaders?
• Why were they really here?
• What does the future hold for Australians because of this
intrusion upon our shores?

WHO IS MIKHAIL GORBACHEV?

As Chair of Green Cross International Gorbachev has huge influence still on this planet. He is not a has-been, filling in his time with
altruistic endeavours in his old age. He is a Leninist Communist, always
has been, and always will be. He works with such men as
• Henry Kissinger,
• Maurice Strong, and
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shops/seminars. Meditation techniques, subliminal tapes, altered states,
paganism and ancient heathenism is all happening within school structures. What is simply witchcraft is being taught in our schools, bringing
students and teachers under the spell of the New Age New World Order.
We are encountering the “charm” and “reasonableness” of the Antichrist
system, as Australia is fully drawn into the environmental frauds of the
global government, and its tool the U.N.
GLOBAL WARMING IS BEING HEAVILY PUSHED
UPON OUR CHILDREN. THIS IS A FEAR TACTIC!
(USA investigator Samantha Smith’s DVD material clearly covers this
aspect from her own experiences in UN global government school structures. Operating in Australian schools, send for it).
PRAYER to Almighty God can save your children and grandchildren from
these evils. Seek to inform others of what is occurring. Enlighten families,
they are in grave danger.
Christians must stress, especially to children and young people,
that the environmental problems which have been caused by the crazy
pollution of natural resources, all brought about by the human race,
cannot be solved by all nations forming a global unity and trying to stop
wars. Only the Return of the Lord Jesus Christ and His coming global
reign can solve these problems.
Christians must stress that peace and justice can never come to
this planet until the Lord Jesus Christ comes back and reigns on the earth,
bringing Almighty God’s rightful Sovereignty over earth.
“Thy kingdom come, Thy will be done, on earth as it is in heaven.”
Christians, spread the glorious Gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ, there is
no time to be lost.
“Why do the heathen rage, and the people imagine a vain thing?
The kings of the earth set themselves,
and the rulers take counsel together,
against the LORD, and
against his anointed, saying, Let
us break their
bands asunder, and cast
away their cords from
us. He that sitteth in the
heavens shall laugh: the
Lord shall have them in
derision.” Psalm 2:1-4.

“World in Crisis”

“THE EARTH
Psalm24:1.
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What is the new political agenda?
Earth Dialogues, Brisbane stressed the coming merger of political
dictates, as though the speakers were just thinking through these ideas
with the attendees’ approval. No more “left” or “right” sides of politics.
“That’s what we want, isn’t it children?” But, this is what is called “communitarianism” or The Third Way. It has been all worked out before, it
is NOT some brilliant idea suggested at little Brisbane, Australia, folks!
The children of our country did not invent this notion. It is basically
reinvented communism, a form of Fabian Socialism.
Writes Joan Veon,
“In this philosophy, individualism and individual
rights have to fade away.”
It will make the tyrannical, cruel political beliefs of Marx and
Hitler look like kind regimes in comparison.
Is peace really what these people want?
The children of Australia are being taught that peace and justice
can only come if the United Nations and all the organizations, treaties and
laws of the globalists are accepted and adhered to by our government.
They are being taught that they must REVOLT against our national rule;
take over in civil disobedience, if the adults, parents and government do
not yield. The children are being brainwashed into global propaganda
that is so shocking, and deceptive, that they cannot avoid becoming a
YOUTH FORCE for the new world global government! The children
are being convinced that if they do not become activists for the global
government, there will be no world for them to live in!!!
These global power dictators do not want peace, although they
cry “peace and justice” so consistently. They are bringing DEATH – there
can be no peace and justice under a hideous regime such as the new
GLOBAL GOVERNMENT brings.
WHAT CAN AUSTRALIANS DO?
We are entering fully now into a world of CHANGE. We are increasingly
being told that all must CHANGE, or die. Governments must change,
religions must change, civil society must change, nation-states must
change, they can no longer cope. Politicians do not have the answers,
only the GLOBAL GOVERNMENT can handle the crisis on earth – so
say Gorbachev and his co-conspirators. Do not support this regime; it is
like rushing from the fire into a furnace! The global agenda of the United
Nations, with Green Cross International and the Earth Charter, are NOT
the loving, gentle answers to the earth’s problems. Not a lamb, but a lion
with wide-open mouth and huge teeth!
Children here are being programmed, irresistibly, by sophisticated
indoctrination programs. Christians are not immune. Teachers have been
brainwashed by the New Age techniques through in house training work-
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• Stephen Rockefeller to create a New World Order.
He is here in Australia with these major aims:
• To push the EARTH CHARTER;
• To establish an office of GREEN CROSS INTERNATIONAL in
the Asian Pacific region;
• To implement INTERNATIONAL LAW under the United
Nations;
• To indoctrinate the young into his horrendous
environmental beliefs, to gain their allegiance.
500 children attended the Monday July 24 sessions, and it was broadcast
live to 10,000 school children here. They were taught a song at one
session,
“Love Gorbachev, Love GCI, Love the Earth Charter, Love the UN.”
With huge-screen videos of Gorbachev and his wonderful exploits
still in their impressionable minds, shown earlier, our youth were being
manipulated into the murky depths of the New Age New World Order.
A few facts here should bring sense into this situation:
The Earth Charter is the invention of Gorbachev, New Ager
Maurice Strong and Stephen Rockefeller. From Biblical Discernment
Ministries Roman Catholicism/General Notes, Revised August 1997:
“Once adopted, the Charter would be the basis for new global,
national, and even local laws. Steven Rockefeller, chairman of the
Rockefeller Brothers Fund is supporting Earth Charter activities in 10
Third World countries. Global Education Associates and the Temple
of Understanding – interfaith organizations that actively support the
URI [United Religions Initiative] – also promote the Earth Charter.”
*Access Despatch website above (or get a CD to use offline),
for the YEARS of material on these subjects
This is not about the environment; it is about CONTROL and
global conquest by the international power elite.
“The environment crisis is the vehicle upon which the New Age
movement, the New World Order…plan…to move the world to
global government…” and they are trying to engage us this process.
Gorbachev, too, has said that we need an environmental crisis.”
(Dr Cathy Burns, Billy Graham and His Friends, P. 344).

Gorbachev’s Earth Charter does not mention in any way the God
of Creation, those who are not merely atheists have created it, and they
claim that the earth is ALIVE. The Earth Charter is a religious crusade, and
it is about occultism ruling the planet. GAIA Mother Earth is a sacred
Goddess to these global leaders.
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Is Gorbachev still a Communist?

The WORLD BANK has divided up the resources of the world like this:
NATURAL CAPITAL –
the minerals of the earth, water, forests, anything natural.
MANUFACTURED CAPITAL –
anything build, such as roads, buildings, homes, etc.
HUMAN CAPITAL –
every living person on the earth, including their age,
health
experience, education, and ability to work.
SOCIAL CAPITAL –
how people think, that is, politically correct thinking.

(Emphasis in the original). Russian Strategic Deception: The “New” Communist
Threat, The McAlvany Intelligence Advisor, January 1994. P.1.

Can you see that under “sustainable development” the first ones
to go to a “dutiful and honourable” death as “unproductive” and “useless eaters” will be those who are on pensions, who are out of work, are
sick or elderly, unwanted unborn babies, or those who do not accept the
Luceriferian, neo-communistic “new world” with its philosophies and
religions?
Be warned, our children here in Australia are being impelled
into the dictates of “sustainable development” in a BIG WAY! It has not
started nor stopped with the Gorbachev forum! This is global education
from UNESCO, in our schools.
What is the Universal Declaration of Rights?
The children here in Australia, and globally for that matter, are being
trained up to demand that the Universal Declaration of Rights control
all that we do and say.
What is this?
This declaration takes away the rights of humans, it does not
render to them added rights! It makes the U.N. doctrine the LEGAL
STANDARD of Australia, this is happening already of course, but more
control is coming making all Australia’s policy and legislation internationally and legally under the U.N. It creates a massive oversight agency,
which monitors national and state federal laws so that ALL comes into
compliance with ratified and unratified U.N. treaties. The INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT deals with those who transgress against the
U.N.
The International Criminal Court was mentioned briefly at Earth
Dialogues, Brisbane, but the forum was so “sweet” and it seemed to be all
about fluffy animals and loving endeavours to “save the planet” - and
few noticed the slip! The Court was set up in 1998, after fifty years of
manipulating and planning. It will have the power to completely walk
over the sovereignty of individual nations and arrest anyone who is considered to be guilty of a crime against the United World Government.

Let his own words tell the tale.
From his SPEECH before the Politburo November 1987:
“Gentlemen, comrades, do not be concerned about all you hear about
glasnost and perestroika and democracy in the coming years. These
are primarily for outward consumption. There will be no significant
internal change within the Soviet Union, other than for cosmetic
purposes. Our purpose is to disarm the Americans and to let them
fall asleep. We want to accomplish three things: One, we want the
Americans to withdraw conventional forces in Europe. Two, we want
them to withdraw nuclear forces from Europe. Three, we want the
Americans to stop proceeding with Strategic Defense Initiative.”

Gorbachev made a speech to Russian students on November 15,
1989, and he said:
“We are for Lenin, who is alive… in the building of our future we are
basing it on the gigantic intellectual and moral potential of the Socialist
idea united with the theory of Marxism-Leninism….We see no rational
reason to give up the spiritual riches of Marxism. To achieve this the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union must return to the roots and
principles of the Bolshevist Revolution, to the ideas of Lenin on the
building of a new society.” (Gary Allen, The Rockefeller File, p.81).
No wonder the Earth Dialogues forum was so anti-capitalism, anti-USA,
filled with hatred towards the Americans. At one stage, the Irish woman
Betty Williams (Nobel Peace Laureate) cried out in a session addressing our
schoolchildren, “I could kill George (W) Bush!” The whole of the auditorium rang out with cheers from teachers and children. This was a programmed response, our school kids have been brainwashed by Reds!
Isn’t this almost an attack on the Australian leadership?
How crazy can this get?
The Governor General came and deferred to Gorbachev, an anti-American Leninist, whose organization denounces and cries hatred against the
USA President, even to cries of murdering him, and our Prime Minister
John Howard has made our country military partners with the USA in
its “liberation” endeavours. Isn’t this an act of treason against our own
government? What is going on here? Not that the writer supports the
violence in Iran or Iraq, it is just that it is inappropriate for these Earth
Dialogues Communists to take our City Hall and our civic leaders and
denounce Australia’s allies, the USA. On the grounds that this is an
international forum.
Will they be crying out for the blood of our Prime Minister as well?
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(Emphasis added, researched from Veon material).
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coined from the UN Agenda 21; it was unveiled in Rio Earth Summit back
in 1992. In a nut-shell, the belief is that the world has too many people,
and the resources of the planet cannot cope, there will soon be no food,
water, energy, or clothing for the coming generations, and Mother Earth
(considered a Living Entity by these occultists) will have died away,
killed by pollution. Something must be done to “sustain” planet earth.
The biggest part of sustainable development is the REDUCTION OF THE
POPULATION.
The world is seen rather like a business that must become viable.
There are too many unproductive eaters, such as babies and the elderly,
mentally deficient, and physically handicapped people to mention just a
few. Deliberate culling of the population is going ahead, planned diseases
and pandemics, planned genocide by wars etc, abortion is encouraged,
homosexuality is deemed suitable as this sexual lifestyle cannot bring
forth offspring in a “crowded” world, euthanasia programs abound. The
cold economic mind-set of the global elite, who are bringing sustainable
development to our world, cannot be envisioned without horror.
New Ager Jacques Costeau has said,
“three hundred and fifty thousand people would have to die each day
in order to get population figures down.” (Joan Veon).
Prince Philip is reported to have declared that if he were reincarnated he
would come back as a virus to reduce the population.
The New Age New World Order involves mystical evolution
and reincarnation. It is considered an honour and a duty by many global
leaders for people to DIE so that Mother Earth, Gaia, can be saved. The
original aim, at the end of the 20th century, was for two thirds of the earth’s
population to be eliminated by 2010! Each much consider themselves
expendable – for the good of the whole, that is the sentiment! I have yet
to see Prince Charles and his family ready to be eliminated, however, or
the Rockefeller family or the Bush family!
This comment by a researcher who has attended perhaps close to a
hundred United Nations Summits and Forums, a Christian Joan Veon, is
chilling and challenging:
“I have seen over and over again that a person’s worth is now attributed to his or her production! The bigger producer you are, which
means the more toys you can buy, the greater your value. Not much
attention is paid to the morals by which the sales are made.
The above is in direct conflict with God’s plan of creation and
basically is an excuse to take control of the earth’s resources so as to
preserve them !!! Those who have orchestrated the control are the
ones who enjoy the ‘fruits of their labor’ while you and I starve.”
(Joan Veon, United Nations: A Global Straitjacket p.p.170-171).
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All this in the name of “save the environment”, the sky is falling, there
is a hole in the Ozone Layer. Oh yes, this old chestnut is still around in
2006. The proverbial “hole” was mentioned with baited breath at the
Forum.
A fifteen-year-old student from Queensland Sunshine Coast was used to
indoctrinate our country. Her name will be withheld, as she should not,
as an innocent victim, be included here. She has been named the Youth
Ambassador after winning a speaking competition. Part of her address
at the conference, which was supposed to be all her own thought, was
this startling political time bomb:
“The real answer to environmental sustainability is firstly bringing
about A HUGE SOCIAL SHIFT.” (Emphasis added). Yes indeed, this is
the plan, huge indeed. A new Global Governance (Government) set up
by the Internationalists. The children were urged to even have a sham
religious-like mission that includes almost civil disobedience in order to
force the government to come under International Law, and to endorse
the Earth Charter.
They were told that they had the “knowledge” and their parents and other
adults need their leadership into the proper ways ahead. Teach them,
these ignorant adults, they must see the imperative to leave
national
sovereignty behind and embrace the totalitarian rule of the benevolent
United Nations. The sky is falling, kids. This is crisis time.
Echoes of Hitler youth?

SOME OF THE OTHER SPEAKERS!

One of the keynote speakers DR MASSOUMEH
EBTEKAR was the first female Vice President of the
Islamic Republic of Iran. On the official blurb of
the Earth Dialogues booklets she is lauded as a
“Champion of the Earth’ she earned this award
from UNEP. At the Earth Dialogues forum, a group who represented the
Iranian Community in Brisbane handed out leaflets against this woman.
A Iranian man now living in Australia protested with fervour during
one session, but was removed hastily after getting out a few sentences.
He urged Australians to refuse to permit such people to speak in our
free country, as they are using the environmental movement to bring in
political bondage.
Here are some of the pertinent details about this woman
(extract from above leaflet):
“Massoumeh Ebtekar was known as ‘Mary’ during the hostage crisis
25 years ago when she was the spokesperson for the student
hostage-takes. As a Spokesperson for the hostage-takers who captured
the U.S. Embassy in Tehran in 1979, she once told an ABC television
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correspondent that she was personally willing to take a gun and kill
the hostages
(New York Times, January 28, 1998).
“The appointment of a woman, Massoumeh Ebtekar, as Deputy for
Environmental protection, was supposed to reflect ‘moderation’ and
Khatami’s attention to women’s rights but this woman is no ‘moderate,’ and is notorious as a staunch advocate of suppressing women’s
rights. In an interview with Die Tageszeitung (a Danish television station), Ebtekar defended discrimination against women and medieval
punishments, like stoning.”
Another keynote speaker was MS BETTY
WILLIAMS from Ireland. She is the President and
Founder of World Centres of Compassion for Children International. This
activist told our children
she could kill George (W) Bush, and showed intense
dislike for the USA, and used fear very effectively against
our Australian children.
How did she do this?
She told horror stories of bombs blowing up children, of ghastly
cancers caused by nuclear pollution, and of environmental disasters that
would eventually destroy the planet - to get the children to join forces
with the UN against our nation’s sovereignty and nation-state standing.
She made it look criminal for Australia to remain in control of its own
nation, and to make it seem a matter of life or death for the planet that
Australians must come under International Law. The Criminal Court of
the global “governance” was mentioned somewhere along the lines,
possibly by one of her fellow speakers. This woman is a Nobel Peace
Prize Laureate – peace, peace when there is no peace?
MAURICE STRONG was advertised
along with the original material sent out for
Earth Dialogues. He did not put in an appearance for the general populace who
attended, perhaps he was otherwise engaged
with our leaders somewhere else!
Who is

this man?

A New Ager, on the board of the New World
Order World Future Society, Strong is a
powerful globalist who is featured heavily in
The Gaia Peace Atlas, which is a living earth
publication. These sort of remarks abound in
the atlas, “Every part of this earth is sacred to my people…The sap which
courses through the trees carries the memories of the red man…” “The
Gaia Principle, named
after the Earth Goddess of
the ancient Greeks…”
6He was the UN Secretary-General of the 1972 Stockholm Conference on

“Lucifer and Christ are twin sides of the
demiurgic power of the manifest universe….”
(Cited Dr Cathy Burns, Billy Graham and His Friends, p.133).

ALL the New Age New World Order notables are interacting with Green
Cross International – (see Wayne Griswold The Fallacy of New Age Environmental Concerns)- Green Peace, the Club of Rome, The World Wildlife
Fund, actively support and work with Green Cross International..
What is The Earth Charter?
Do you want your children signing The Earth Charter for Children?
To do so is like signing up with Satan! It is marketed as a Bill of
Rights for the planet, rather like a new 10 commandments for the world.
However, there is no God in it! To sign it is to agree to CHANGE of laws
nationally, right down to laws locally - a doing away if you will of our
constitution as a Nation-State. Gorbachev describes this Charter as a new
set of rules to guide humanity. It has been designed to govern mankind
in the 21st century.
The United Nations is already administering many hundreds of
environmental treaties. Gorbachev and the UN are simply biding their
time until FULL ENFORCEMENT of their programs can plunge the earth
into a dark age of total control. Such programs that really destroy human
rights are conventions on Climate Change, Biodiversity, Ozone Depleting
Substances, World Heritage Sites, Endangered Species, Wetlands, and
many more. All of these cannot compare with the power that The Earth
Charter will wield! The ecology and environment are being used to gain
unparalleled power over humanity. Do not sign The Earth Charter, as an
individual, warn your children. It is considered by New Age environmentalists to be the most serious document on global unity, under the
environmental frauds, that exists.
The U.N. through summits and international meetings, spearheaded by Gorbachev, Maurice Strong (hugely powerful New Age leader),
Henry Kissinger and their closest cronies, has formed The Earth Charter
over many years. Joan Veon, international investigator, can testify that the
Global Government is already in active operation across the planet.
What is Sustainable Development?
This term “sustainable development” was repeated many times
during the Earth Dialogues Forum in Brisbane, July 2006. The schoolchildren were heavily programmed into the doctrines of “sustainability.”
We must realise what this term is about, how expansive and ominous
are the proposals under this UN monstrosity. To understand fully many
books could be cited here, many explanations given, but for a succinct
explanation, it is difficult, here goes:
“Sustainable Development” is a New World Order term that was
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Gorbachev has a headquarters called PRESIDIO in the USA. “Presidio” is Spanish for “fortress.” The word “Kremlin” means “fortress.” The
executive committee of the Soviet Union was called a “Presidium.” The
Presidio is the headquarters of the new “World Church” of Illuminism,
a union of all the occult, heathen, liberal, and satanic religions on the
planet.
The head of the Gorbachev Foundation was at one time, perhaps
still is, Jim Garrison, who is an occultist and was once head of the New
Age Esalen Institute. From researchers we find that Esalen is:
“a mind-control organization involved in conducting experimental
psychological techniques in American school classrooms. Garrison
is also President of the Shevardnadze International Foreign Policy
Association, which he runs from the same office in the Presidio, the
closed US military base in San Francisco.”
(The McAlvany Intelligence Advisor, March 1995, p. 13).

WHAT ARE THE MAIN TERMS & ORGANIZATIONS
IN THIS PROGRAM FOR ENLISTING OUR YOUNG
IN WAR AGAINST OUR COUNTRY?
What is Green Cross International?
The young people of Australia are being urged
to join Green Cross International.
We need to know what this organization actually is:
Gorbachev has been campaigning worldwide calling for gigantic
environmental reforms due to the “crisis” of the planet. He is saying to
the world, including Australia, that The Earth Charter is the only hope
for our world. He is behind a huge thrust to “educate” the planet into
changing values, laws, and structures. He has a special endeavour,
which he presents as the answer to the world’s problems – Green Cross
International. Many, many countries are already involved actively with
Green Cross International.
G.C.I. is the forefront action group for implementing The Earth Charter.
Who formed up G.C.I.?
It is an offspring from the GLOBAL FORUM, a New Age religious
and political movement connected with the Luciferian PLANETARY CITIZENS. James Parks Morton as a member of this organizations, and many
more, has stated that all religious groups are “increasingly being called
to realize that the body of Christ is the earth – the biosphere – the skin
that includes all of us.” (Robert Sessler, To be God of One World: The
French Revolution Mobilized. P.142). These people openly supported
Benjamin Crème a New Age “warlock” a Goddess Earth worshipper,
mixed up with the Skull and Bones, the Illuminati, and Luciferian David
Spangler. Spangler wrote this:
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the Human Environment, the first Earth Summit; and the 1992 Rio Earth
Summit. He is a member of the Commission on Global Governance; and
overseer of U.N. Reforms initiative.
Maurice Strong is working to take away our national sovereignty!
Here is a quote from this global government man:
“It is simply not feasible for sovereignty to be exercised unilaterally by
individual nation- states, however powerful. It is a principle which will
yield only slowly and reluctantly to the imperatives of global environmental cooperation.” (Quoted: The New World Religion, by Gary H. Kah. p.p.292, 293).
SEE THE CURRENT DESPATCH VOL.18:3 FOR INFO RE STRONG’S
BUYING & SELLING GLOBAL UNDERGROUND WATER SUPPLIES.
Did the reader ever vote these people into office
over our country and us?
Do NOT sign the Earth Charter; this is an agreement to yield to the dictates of this evil, godless regime that is emerging in power right now! We
have expose the evils of the Earth Charter for many years in Despatch
magazine, search our website.
[See Despatch Vol. 18:3 for Strong’s
involvement in buying up very large
areas of WATER overseas]

•

BACK HERE IN
QUEENSLAND.

The Lord Mayor of Brisbane, Campbell Newman, spoke at the
beginning of the Earth Dialogues Forum. He used all the global government phrases, like a good little global boy, “climate change” “sustainable
development” “new vision and new future” – and SMART STATE was
mentioned. Queensland is undergoing a Smart Growth development,
right out of the textbooks of the United Nations.
We see notices in Brisbane city which include
• “Smart City,”
SEND FOR OUR
• “Healthy City,”
SMART GROWTH DVD
• “Regional City,”
EYE OPENER
• “World City.”
At the Earth Dialogues we are told of plans to bring our city right
up to date, with community centres where we can discuss and dialogue,
eco-friendly gardens, high-rise development, eco-friendly transport, doing
away with cars in the city and having bicycles and buses instead
(all of this is just Smart Growth initiatives of the UN).
“HEALTHY CITY” is an initiative that not only deals with the physical
health of the citizens, but also makes sure we are mentally healthy as
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well. Will we be psychologically evaluated through Healthy City?
One is mentally ill if one does not embrace
the environmental plans of the New World Order?
Access our website for the new initiatives re MENTAL HEALTH in Australia and USA.
“REGIONAL CITY” shows that we are seen as a city in a region, the
Asian Pacific Region, not a country per se.
“WORLD CITY” is pretty obvious, we are not to be a separatist land, we
are world property.
“SUSTAINABLE CITIES” redesigned city, re-invent the cities.
It would seem that Australia, too, needs “CRISIS” as the world in
general needs, to bring about desperation, in order to make our people
see that the only way out is to yield to global control (tyranny in reality).
Australia has had huge rises in food costs; there is more of this to come.
The cyclones in Northern Queensland destroyed the banana crops, now
bananas are close to $12 a kilogram. Apples are going to be very dear,
the media tells us. Vegetables and fruit in general are getting almost impossible to buy in some areas. WATER was discussed repeatedly at the
Earth Dialogues Forum. The insistence that we have become a drought
country, and that this is caused by Climate Change due to the depletion
of the Ozone Layer. Difficult to prove in a short report, but this too is a
fraud and a part of weather warfare projects. (Search for more on this,
on our website above.)
In Toowoomba, Queensland, the water crisis is so bad that the
government is insisting that they accept recycled effluent for drinking
water. We have been told that a referendum would decide the citizen’s
views on this astonishing proposal.
Yet, in This Week in Review, Sunday Mail, p.60, 23-7-06 we read:
“The Prime Minister’s right hand man Malcolm Turnbull threatened
Toowoomba’s residents that if they vote against introducing recycling
of effluent for drinking water, they won’t get a cent of Federal money
to assist with Drought Relief.”
This spells out force.
We are being brought to our knees:
• by the control of WATER.
• by the control of FOOD.
• by control of FUEL.
In addition, petrol prices are skyrocketing. These basic commodities are
essential for Australians; soon our needs will be so great that we will
gladly embrace all the International Laws and intervention from the UN
without a shot being fired.
Lord Mayor Campbell Newman said at the forum, “The Best and the
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less threatening term. The New World Order is using the children of the
world to work for them and for their despotic control. This is the most
horrific tyranny to ever hit our fallen planet – and just as Hitler used the
youth in Germany to defeat the adults, so the global government is using your own children and grandchildren to defeat your Nation-State’s
sovereignty. It is all coming to a head now, through the Green Cross
International, which has set up a headquarters for Australia in Brisbane.
There have been many writers who have warned Australia over the years
what was occurring through Global Education in schools, including our
own Despatch magazine, few have heeded the warnings. Many Christian
parents are still not home-schooling their children to protect them from
the New World Order mindset.
NOW, the Pied Piper must be paid! As such organizations as the
ghastly Green Cross International spreads its New World Order propaganda across our land, it will find the children all ready and primed,
taught by neo-communistic teachers, established all ready in the Plan
of the Illuminati. Our children are grasping all this greenie-Mother Earth
stuff with both hands, and are running to kick a goal - in revolution “to
save the planet!” They were worked up to love Gorbachev, to love the
Green Cross, to love the Earth Charter, to love the UN. They were actually taught a song about loving these. They were taught a PEACE song
which was stirring and like a revolution cry! Who was doing this; let us
remind ourselves – the global government under the New World Order.
The message is being spread across our land right now, 10,000 children
received the propaganda on the 24th July alone.
How many more children have watched the Gorby spectacular
since then in schools of our nation?
The Peace Song of Earth Dialogues.
“Love Peace, think peace, walk with peace in your hearts.
Cry peace, cry peace, scream for peace in your hearts.
Pray peace, walk with justice in your hearts, let’s all make a start.”

MORE ABOUT MIKHAEL GORBACHEV.

Gorbachev has an idol – Vladimir Lenin. Who was one of the most destructive and cruel dictators the world has ever encountered. In a speech
to Russian students in 1989, Gorbachev declared:
“We are for Lenin who is alive… we see no rational reason for giving
up the spiritual riches of Marxism.”
Lenin wrote on March 19, 1922, a letter to the Politburo, in it he stated:
“The more representatives of the clergy we manage to shoot the better – now is the time to teach the lesson that for many decades the
people will not dare to even think of resistance.”
(Erwin, Under the New World Order. P.9-10).
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the children to her website for more information on the declaration.
The children were told to sign the Earth Charter, and to agree with
all International Laws under the United Nations. (These will be explained
in depth further into this report.) Our youth all over Australia are being
taught by the Global Education of UNESCO that they are global citizens,
that the Nation-State sovereignty of Australia does not apply any more
– and should the government refuse to sign all international laws then
THE CHILDREN MUST RISE UP IN REVOLUTION AND FORCE THE
GOVERNMENT to submit.
The youth were told to get rid of all structures, get rid of the control of politicians who know nothing, and engage in REVOLT, MUTINY!
“You need courage and dedication,” they are told. Planet CRISIS, CRISIS,
is stressed again and again, Adult ignorance and uselessness is stressed.
Fear features heavily in this Forum, fear of Climate Change, weapons
being piled up by nations, the destruction of the ecology. If the children
do not become political activists for the United Nations there will no
earth left. Green Cross International has the answers and the truth. Join
up; defeat the politicians and their folly. The adults do not understand,
they are ignorant, our children were told.
This amazingly sophisticated indoctrination was carried out
with wonderfully presented carrots to make the donkeys move! There
are happy people on the platform, rangers and wildlife presentations.
Adventure in a global setting is presented, explorers speak live from
Tibet, and thrilling other live internet exchanges go on. All New Age
indoctrination, water and how precious it is stressed repeatedly. This will
win the children of Australia; haven’t they been seeing our own water
crisis – engineered by the Internationalists themselves I might add.
7. The college and schoolteachers attending the Earth Dialogues
Forum were obviously all in favour. There were no voices against anything
that went on. The children seemed to be an audience which was used to
hearing anti-capitalist rhetoric, even the cry “I could kill George Bush!”
coming from Irish activist and Nobel Peace Laureate, Betty Williams, did
not shock. The various speakers from the younger set were well versed
in the doctrine of the New World Order, reciting little comments and
speeches that were robotic. It was a terrible scene, one of delusion and
potential fanaticism around the corner. The unlearned in the ways of
the global masters would not agree – and here lies the sad truth, there
are hardly any who realise what is happening as the globe, including
Australia, is conquered!
The children were taught that they hold the reins; they are the brains
of the world. It was all done as though the children themselves were
rising up to demand that the adults have sense and that they yield to
the global government! “Government” is always called “governance” a
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Brightest” of the world are on our shores, he saw them as the greatest
world leaders ever to assemble here in this land. We are a happy, trusting
place, a naïve place, a “she’ll be right mate” kind of land - but there are
very few citizens who know what is happening to us.
When the Governor General and his wife attended the forum,
we all had to rise as they entered, he came down to the front seats in the
audience, and sat under Gorbachev. Gorbachev greeted the Governor
General as “my old friend.” Gorbachev spoke on stopping the arms race
and disarming the nations. Of course, the global government wants a
world that can be easily conquered. He says that many conflicts have
been solved by dialogue in the world. “Globalization is a spontaneous
uprising.” He makes it seem as though the peoples of the world are taking
over, and demanding peace and harmony from the national leaders, who
are bent on foolish destruction of the planet. There is talk of reforming the
United Nations, later they speak of moving the UN headquarters away
from the USA to the European Union. “Politicians do not know what to
do [as international terrorism grows]. The political world is paralyzed.
Globalization is here – this is environmental crisis.”
Gorby speaks of many emotive matters, one billion hungry
bellies; environmental pollution; climate change; eco-systems have
been severely damaged, save the environment. Drinking water, energy
resources depleted, population of the world is 65 billion. In the end, the
audience can only plead in fear for the take-over of the global masters!
ACUTE emergency! OIL – world consumption increased 20%, and will
be higher as China and India get up to full consumption.

What is the way forward?

Ah, but Green Cross has been addressing these problems.
WATER is addressed over and again. Australians are vulnerable to
this; we have been experiencing the worst (natural?) drought for one
hundred years. Rivers are in danger across the world, says Gorby. Global cataclysm is upon us. Israel is fighting over a river, which runs into
South Lebanon; there are more fights over water than anything else on
the planet. We must unite, we must cooperate – not fight. Green Cross
International has a legal status accepted by governments. Green Cross
has started a campaign for rights to water. Green Cross has answers to
hunger, and environmental needs. The Rio Summit is mentioned, as is
the Kyoto Protocol. It is all as though there is no other way, the United
Nations and Global Governance are here and are the only way to peace,
sustainability, and equity.
Will anyone here in Australia believe
that this is running right into the lion’s mouth?
Will they believe that a worse than the Third Reich is still with us,
sending its ambassadors to our shores, who have been
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gushed over and wined and dined in the City Hall dining room?
I suppose few will – yet it is true! “One future for all or no future at all,”
says Gorbachev the One World Communist.
BARRY JONES is in the auditorium. He is a well-known
quiz champion and funny man – we can trust old Barry.
He is happy it seems with all that is going on. He asks
a long question (more like a speech) of Gorbachev,
about fundamentalist religions and the troubles these
cause. “All religions have ideas of peace. Unity and
dialogue. Communication. Unite. Religious fundamentalists should be
allies. Including Muslims….linked in a spiritual way, religious faiths must
find a link spiritually.” “Spiritual leaders cannot solve this, national level
cannot solve this, international level must find solutions.” We must all
join Green Cross and tell the politicians what the people want. Gorby is
setting up a national Green Cross office for Australia, headquartered in
Brisbane. May God have mercy on us all.
PHILLIP ADAMS is there (a professed Communist) and journalist, author,
filmmaker and social commentator. He sums up the session reviews with
vigour.
PROFESSOR SALEM H. ALI another keynote speaker. He is a member
of the advisory group on environmental conflicts for the United Nations
Environmental Programme with a specific interest in transboundary
conservation zones or ‘peace parks.’ He talks of many things, including
how constructive Tsunamis can be. Peace “led out of crisis, but it does
need dialogue and direction or it could lead to conflict.”
He warns about “conspiracy theories.”
Of course we must trust the global government (sorry, governance) to
not do so would “tend to stop co-operation between nations and internationalism, not constructive but left over from the Cold War.”
Negative people suggest a hidden agenda, he tells us.
Professor Peter Andrews, eminent Australian scientist, speaks of genetically modifying food – to feed the world’s starving.
Betty Williams in her keynote address declares that children know more
than adults do. She urges children to sign up on the Earth Charter for
Children, on Internet. She speaks of CHANGE, as all the other robots do.
A fuller report on the agenda for children should be given, in depth, as
this is where the global government is aiming strategically. Get the upand-coming generation and let the older generation die out –and the
conquest for the world is over.

A THUMBNAIL GLIMPSE OF GORBACHEV
AND THE WORLD FORUM.

Held in the Autumn of each year, in San Francisco, the State of
the
World
Forum brings together a who’s who of the New Age One World
10

in between” is Fabian Socialism, (or The Third Way), which already has
control of the European Union.
The young people of our schools were delightful to watch as they
assembled in front of City Hall on Monday 24th July, with the teachers
supervising. Young and alive, filled with optimism and enthusiasm. Sitting ducks! Just average Aussie kids. They were laughing and clowning
around happily as they filed into the building, and were led into the main
auditorium with its rich red carpet, polished wood and formal style by
security staff. There were dozens of round tables with snowy linen cloths
on them, show bags filled with environmental material and printed matter on Green Cross International awaiting them. A huge screen carried
scenes of Gorbachev being instrumental in many global events to their
wide eyes. Gorby breaking up the Cold War; Gorby destroying the Berlin
Wall; master diplomat Gorby in many scenes saving the planet from evil
in so many ways. A Saviour figure, a Superman. Gorby is in reality an
occultist who embraces the Luciferian Lord Maitreya, and is a confirmed
Leninist Communist.
Gorbachev was announced, and there he was in person, on the
platform of our City Hall. He comes as a grandfather figure, mentioning
his own family in his address. He is honoured and revered by the Lord
Mayor of Brisbane, Campbell Newman, and the Premier Peter Beattie.
What child could resist this charismatic spell? He brings the message of the
New World Order; all couched in “environmental terms” the real agenda
hidden from view. Adults in Australia seem to have no way of grasping
the enormity of what is occurring with this N.W.O. conquest, how can
children be expected to understand or escape? They are soon under a
mighty enchantment. Gorbachev is the answer to a child’s prayer!
What are the main points of the indoctrination of the young by Green
Cross International?
The children have the knowledge, therefore they must tell the
adults and the government of their country what must be done. If they
do not, the whole earth will be destroyed. Horrible stories were told of
cancers caused by nuclear waste, children being blown apart by weapons
of war, environmental disasters wrecking the environment, pictures were
shown on the huge screen of ghastly disasters. The politicians have no
idea, they are told, but children have answers, they have been taught the
global education material sent by the United Nations into our schools
and colleges.
The World Court of the United Nations was presented, to deal
with those countries who will not comply with the Internationalists. The
Universal Declaration of Rights is cited, (written by Atheists, Humanists,
New Agers, and occultists.) Betty Williams, Nobel Prize Laureate, read out
the Children’s Declaration of Rights, at the Brisbane forum, she directed
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if another shall come in his own name, him ye will receive.” John
5:43.
HERE is the only hope for a world caught
in a Luciferian web of destruction:
“For God so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten Son, that
whosoever believeth in him, should not perish, but have everlasting
life.” John 3:16.

PART II …
EARTH DIALOGUES – BRISBANE, 21-24 July 2006.
REPORT NUMBER TWO – The Earth Dialogues2006, Brisbane.
A World Forum for Resource Management and Sustainable
Development. Chaired by PRESIDENT MIKHAIL GORBACHEV, Chair
of Green Cross International and the Hon. Peter Beattie MP, Premier of
Queensland, Australia.
A constituent of the Brisbane Festival 2006.
Report Number Two will deal with the dangers facing our nation
because of the YOUTH MOVEMENT arising as young people are encouraged to save the planet under the dictates of Green Cross International
and the Earth Charter.
On Monday 24th July 500 children from schools and colleges
around Queensland were assembled at City Hall in Brisbane. The media
in Australia said very little about the revolutionary content of the addresses given to our young people that day. 10,000 children received the
addresses from City Hall, beamed to them live. They were indoctrinated
by neo-communists, New World Order leaders and delivered into the
hands of international forces of immense power on the earth. To suggest
a similarity to Hitler’s Nazi Youth Movement may seem at first glance
to be extremism, the writer assures you that it is not. Our youth are in
danger, our adults are in danger, from internationalists who are using the
environment and the ecology as tools to bring about global government
under the United Nations tyranny.
This is about religious occultism at the highest level of global
control, and the merging of all political doctrines and mandates into a
New World Order dictatorship. Fabian Socialism, can be possibly the
best example of what the world is now uniting into. This is a worse system than any political belief co-ordination before it, has ever been: – a
mixture of Fascism, Nazism, Marxism, Leninism, perverted “democracy,”
and Totalitarianism rolled into one. GORBACHEV and his cohorts spoke
of there being no Left or Right beliefs in politics any more in a new world
– only something in between. They did not reveal that the “something
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movement. Investigative journalists have noted that through
out this
forum the words “New World Order,” “World Government,” “Global
Government,” and “Global Governance” are used repeatedly.
Samantha Smith, journalist and author of Goddess Earth, attended
the first forum in 1995. She writes:
“Gorbachev harped on the importance of having ‘consensus for Global Governance’ – where nations under world government will lose
sovereignty, giving way to international laws that will dictate common beliefs, values, standards, and behaviour, and conform to the
consensus of a chosen group of leaders. The former head of Russia’s
Communist Party has selected 100 elite ‘innovative thinkers,’ called
the ‘Global Brain Trust,’ or the ‘Council of the Wise,’ who will meet
annually at the Presidio in San Francisco, to guide global issues during
the transition into the next century.”
(This is Gorbachev/Green Cross International headquarters.)

We are now in the 21st century, and how things are changing rapidly.
These are the New Age people, the leaders of this peace movement, this
Unity Movement through the United Nations. They are not just political,
they are religious. Gorbachev has shown worldwide how fascinated he
is with mysticism and weird religious cults.
Here we will consult Gary Kah,
who writes in his book The New World Religion:
“Gorbachev’s fascination with Eastern mysticism and the occult was
evident in his choice of ‘spiritual’ leaders invited to the forum [World
Forum]. The list included Isabel Allende, author, House of Spirits, Richard Baker, Abbott, Creston Mountain Zen Centre; Akio Matsumura,
founder, Global Forum of Spiritual and Parliamentary Leaders; and
Sonia Gandhi, founder, Rajiv Gandhi Foundation. Gorbachev’s endorsement of eastern mysticism was further reflected in the fact that the
Gandhi Foundation (a Hindu organization) co-sponsored his activity.
A book co-authored by Gorbachev, “Moral Lessons of the Twentieth
Century: Gorbachev and Ikeda on Buddhism and Communism”,
explains well his position.
In addition, Gorbachev selected Thich Nhat Hanh, a renowned Vietnamese monk, to lead a special half-day Buddhist meditation at the
forum. This popular Zen Buddhist is the author of the occult book
Living Buddha, Living Christ. Hanh has devoted his life to merging
Buddhism with Christianity, believing such a synthetic religion would
be ideal for the emerging world order.”
Strangely enough, when a brave Christian woman came to the microphone at the Earth Dialogues, Brisbane, and spoke of her concerns because there were so many communists in the United Nations, and she
wanted to have Christians there, she was howled down by speakers and
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audience alike! “Don’t bring religion into this,” they all cried. However,
religion is what the United Nations is about, Luciferian religion at that.
World Goodwill, the Lucis Trust, once called Lucifer Trust, has always
headquartered in the United Nations Plaza. The United Nations is filled
with Theosophical Luciferianism.
The view we received of Gorbachev, at the Brisbane Forum,
was of a man of mixed and odd beliefs. He is a New Age Leninist. He
wants to get rid of Christianity and replace it with a conglomeration of
all religions under the sun. He has combined humanism with pantheism,
atheism with the emerging godhood of man himself. He is embracing a
world religion, which can be shared by all occult religions, witchcraft and
pagan religions. He is both mystical and anti-Christian to an astonishing
level.
Gary Kah comments:
“Throughout the forum (World Forum), Gorbachev shared glimpses
of his vision for uniting the planet. He clearly stated his intentions of
using humanity’s concern over the environment to further his world
government agenda. Revealing his motivation, he declared, ‘The environment crisis is the cornerstone for the NEW WORLD ORDER.’
(Em-

phasis added).

Samantha Smith has written of this: see The New World Religion,
Gary H. Kah p.p. 142, 159. Hope International Publishing Incorporated.
Gorbachev said this on October 8, 1996:
“We need a new paradigm of development in which the environment will be a priority….World civilization as we know it will soon
end….We have very little time and we must act….If we can address
the environmental problem, we have hope…but it will have to be
done within a new system, a new paradigm….We have to change
our mindset – the way humankind views the world.”
The words “PARADIGM SHIFT” were used at the Brisbane Earth
Dialogues. Gorbachev did not seek to hide any of his intentions, but the
people of our fair land are simply ignorant of what was being said. The
media downplayed the event; there were few indications that such a
momentous event was taking place in our capital city. We only found a
small advertisement about it by chance, hidden away in The Weekend
Australian, early in June. There were empty seats in the City Hall. Crowds
did not assemble around the building, few really knew much about it.
Ah, but the children were targeted heavily. Gorbachev is targeting the
world’s children. He has worked with UNESCO (The United Nations
Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization) to introduce and
spread across the world new education curriculums in all countries.
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These spread the indoctrination of the UN, fear tactics about the depleted
environment and the usual astonishing propaganda. He has indicted that
the Earth Charter is the only solution to the global environment crisis.
He wants a new global society, and the young people especially have to
be educated into the paradigm shift of the New Age New World Order.
This was why 10,000 or more children received a live broadcast during
the Forum. The adults received a mere whitewashed mini report in the
media. Children across Australia, no doubt, will obtain information their
parents will never hear – in schools and colleges in every state. This is
“revolution” the kids were told at the Earth Dialogues Forum.
Gorby works with the Club of Rome, Green Peace, and the
World Wildlife Fund, who helped him in getting the Earth Charter ratified.
Prince Charles has taken a strong role in implementing the Earth Charter
and International Law across the planet. He is called “The Sustainable
Prince” by some investigators. Some speaker at the Earth Dialogues
said,
“we would rather have the United Nations
than the Club of Rome…”
What was that supposed to mean? Double-speak again?
The Brisbane Earth Charter Forum has opened the door to sadder
days than we have seen before – this is an invasion of immense proportion. What will happen to Australia in the future days? We will lose all
our freedoms and our way of life. And we are not used to suffering, we
are the Lucky Country – or once we were. Oppose this global paradigm
shift and a concentration camp might be your home – you can’t watch
Big Brother on tele in there, comrade citizen, but he can watch you!
America has increased its number of Gulag type concentration camps
areas in recent years.
“According to Wayne Peterson, the former director of the Fullbright
Scholarship Program and an U.S. diplomat, ‘Gorbachev was one of the
first to work with Maitreya.’ [Maitreya is the New Age satanic “Christ”].
He said that Gorbachev ‘doesn’t mind his name used publicly with
Maitreya’s emergence – seeing Him as the reappeared Christ.’ He
added: ‘I was not surprised to learn this about Gorbachev, since I
had heard earlier of his involvement with Maitreya from a Pentagon
official. I had also heard, from people I place much confidence in,
that Mrs. Gorbachev had been to India several times to see the Avatar
Sai Baba. Yet, …Gorbachev refused to acknowledge that he was not
an atheist on Schuller’s Hour of Power program.”
(Dr. Cathy Burns, Billy Graham and His Friends.P.315.
Cited: A Pontiff Freemason. Tract from His Grip Ministries, Inc).

The Lord Jesus Christ said:
“I have come in my Father’s name, and ye receive me not:
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